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Background: Human-AI collaboration

Algorithms and Guarantee

Collaborative and Explanable BO (CoExBO)

qWhat is the role of human experts in the era of AI?
If AI is a better designer of a product, will experts lose jobs?

qDo human experts design better than AI?

How can human experts collaborate with AI 
in a more balanced, theoretically grounded way??

Lose jobs…?

Yes and No.
Finding the best solar 
cell materials[1].

Yes, for some 
experts

No, on average

But you would think…

- You are better than baby AI.
- You can help AI.
- At least you wish to intervene in 

the decision-making process!

qHow can human experts help AI?
1. Human supervises BO[2] 2. Teaming up Human-BO[3,4]

Human rectifies the wrong BO 
suggestions. (But if human is such 
strong, why do we need BO?)

Both human and BO suggest the next 
points. (Human is just acting as a 
weaker BO,  no communication.)

qCollaborative and Explainable BO (CoExBO) qExplanability
1. BO combines experimental results and expert preferences.
2. BO generates pairwise candidates along with explanations.
3. Human interprets the acquisitions and picks their preferred one.
4. Human conducts experiments and repeat step 1.
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qAcceleration Guarantee

Theorem  (Acceleration guarantee)
If augmented GP satisfies |𝑓 𝑥 − 𝜇!!,#!(𝑥)| ≤ 𝛽$
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where r is the regret.

If human suggestions are mostly correct, it will accelerate convergence.

qPairwise candidate generation

The quality of experts’ advice varies. 
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Facilitate mutual understanding

qAugment Gaussian process with experts knowledge

qNo-Harm Guarantee

Proposotion (No harm guarantee)
Regardless of whether users provide informative or non-informative preferences, 
CoExBO asymptotically reaches the standard UCB sub-linear convergence rate, i.e.
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Even if human suggestions are completely wrong, it won’t be worse than vanilla BO.
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